Abstract-This paper proposes an image thresholding segmentation method, which combines tissue membrane systems and velocity-position model. A tissue membrane system is used as its computing framework and an improved velocity-position model is integrated as evolution rules of objects in cells. Due to parallel computing ability and inherent evolution-communication mechanism of the tissue membrane system, the presented hybrid method can effectively and efficiently find the optimal thresholds for three-level thresholding based on total fuzzy entropy. The performance of the presented hybrid method is studied with several evolutionary algorithms. Simulation results show that the presented hybrid method is superior or comparable to the other evolutionary algorithms and can be efficiently used for image thresholding.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is a process of partitioning an image into units that are homogeneous with respect to one or more characteristics. Thresholding has been widely used in image segmentation. The purpose of image thresholding is to separate objects from background image or discriminate objects from objects that have distinct gray levels. In past years, a lot of thresholding methods have been reported in literature [1] [2] [3] . Bi-level thresholding segments an image into two different regions, where the pixels with gray values greater than a certain threshold are classified as object pixels while the others with gray values lesser than the threshold are regarded as background pixels. Otsu's approach [4] and Kapur's approach [5] , which find the optimal thresholds by maximizing the between-class variance of gray levels or the entropy of the histogram respectively, are simple and effective in bi-level thresholding. However, the gray level histograms of many real-world images are multimodal. Therefore, multi-level thresholding has been received much attentions in recent years. Through determining multiple thresholds for an image, multi-level thresholding segments the image into several distinct regions: a background and several objects. But even though Otsu' and Kapur's methods can be extendable to multi-level thresholding in theory, they cannot efficiently be determined the optimal thresholds due to the exponential growth in computation time. In order to overcome this problem, some evolutionary algorithms have been applied to solve the multi-level thresholding problem, such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ant colony optimization (ACO). Yin et al. [6] presented a GA-based thresholding method, where the objective function is similar to Otsu's or Kapur's functions. Cheng et al. [7] defined an method to fuzzy entropy and employed the GA to find the optimal combination of the fuzzy parameters. Tao et al. [8] presented a three-level thresholding method that uses the GA to find the optimal thresholds by maximizing the fuzzy entropy. Hammouche et al. [9] proposed a multi-level thresholding method, which allows the determination of the appropriate number of threshols as well as the adequate threshold values. However, GA has some drawbacks such as slow convergence rate, premature convergence to local minima. Thus, PSO has been applied to multi-level thresholding [10] [11] [12] . In addition, Tao et al. [13] used the ACO to obtain the optimal parameters of the presented entropy-based object segmentation method.
Membrane computing [14] , known as membrane systems or P systems, is a class of distributed parallel computing models, which is inspired by the structure and functioning of living cells as well as from the cooperation of cells in tissues, organs or populations of cells. The research results on membrane computing have made to demonstrate that most of membrane systems are powerful and efficient since they have successfully solved a lot of NP-hard problems in a linear or polynomial time [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Motivation of this paper is to develop an effective method under the framework of membrane systems to solve the International Conference on Mechatronics, Electronic, Industrial and Control Engineering (MEIC 2014) optimal multi-level thresholding problem. Thus, a hybrid method by combining tissue membrane systems and velocity-position model that deals with a three-level image thresholding is proposed in this paper. In recent years, application of membrane systems in image processing has attracted certain attention. Díaz-Pernil et al. [22] forms a probability partition of D and its probabilistic distribution is . Three-level image thresholding considered in this paper, has two thresholds, and . The two thresholds segment the image I into three gray levels, low gray level, middle gray level and high gray level, and the corresponding ranges are denoted by , and respectively. Thus, D= , . Let , and be the probabilistic distributions of , and , respectively, namely, , , . However, these probabilistic distributions are usually unknown.
For k=0,1,…,255, denote
Then, we have , (4) with a constraint that (k=0,1,…, 255). Thus, ∑ , ∑ and ∑ . Let , and denote the membership grades of a pixel belonging to , and , respectively. Then
The following three functions are used to approximate the membership functions above, , and , respectively
where . The fuzzy entropies of above three classes are given as follows:
Thus, the total fuzzy entropy is computed as folows (10) Based on maximum fuzzy entropy principle, the threelevel image thresholding problem can be formulated as an optimization (maximization) problem where the total fuzzy entropy is used for the objective function (11) where w=(a,b,c,d,e) denotes the parameters to be optimized. In this paper, membrane systems will be used to optimize these parameters.
Note that threshold is the intersection point of curves and , while threshold is the intersection point of curves and . Therefore, according to Eqs.6)-(8), the two thresholds can be calculate as follows:
B. Abbreviations and Acronyms
Tissue membrane systems are a kind of membrane systems, which are inspired from the behaviour of several single-membrane cells evolved in a common environment. A tissue membrane system can be viewed as a net of processors, which deal with the objects and communicates them according to the channels assigned in advance [25] . We briefly review the definition and inherent mechanism of tissue membrane systems as follows.
A tissue membrane system of degree $m$ is a construct (14) where (1) is finite set of objects initially present in cell i, 1i m; (2) is finite set of evolution rules of the form uv in cell i, 1im; (3) is finite set of communication rules of the forms (i,u/v,j) and (i,u/,0), i,j=1,2,…,m, ij; (4) indicates the output region of the system.
The tissue membrane system consists of m cells and the region outside the q cells is called the environment. Each cell contains several objects. describe multisets of objects of the d cells, respectively. Evolution rule of the form uv indicates that object u will be evolved to object v. Communication rule of the form (i,u/v,j) means that object u in cell i and object v in cell j are interchanged. In particular, the communication rule of the form (i,u/,0) indicates that object u in cell i is transported into the environment.
As usual in the framework of membrane computing, every cell as a computing unit works in parallel.
This system is working as follows: it starts with initial multisets of objects ; in each computing step, objects in each cell are evolved by evolution rules, and then its some objects are transported to all the connected cells and/or are sent to the environment by communication rules; the evolution-communication procedure is repeated constantly until halting condition is reached, thus the system halts. When the system halts, final computing results are in the output region of the system.
III. PROPOSED THRESHOLDING METHOD
The proposed thresholding method is designed by combining a tissue membrane system of m cells and velocity-position model. Fig .1 shows the tissue membrane system of m cells. The role of cells labeled by 1,2,…,m-1 is to evolve the objects in the system, thus, the cells are called the evolution cells. The cell labelled by $m$ is used to store the best object found in the whole system so far, called the store cell. Assume that each evolution cell contains n objects, which will be evolved by evolution rules. In this work, velocity-position model is used as evolution rules in evolution cells. Each evolution cell can memory its current best object (with highest fitness value), which is called the local best object, denoted . The store cell has no evolution rules and contains only an object, which is called the global best object, denoted . The global best object will be updated constantly by the objects that are communicated from evolution cells. The object communication is achieved by communication rules between cells. In addition, the store cell is also output region of the system. In this work, each object is designed as a fivedimensional vector, , where , , , and correspond to five segmentation parameters, a, b, c, d, and e, respectively. Therefore, each object in fact expresses a group of feasible segmentation thresholds in search space. The total fuzzy entropy (i.e., Eq. (10)) will be regarded as fitness function of object in the system to evaluate the quality of each object, i.e., Fitness =  H(a,b,c,d,e) .
In order to clear understand the proposed thresholding method, its computing procedure is described as follows.
Step 1. Initialization
For each evolution cell, n initial objects are generated. Each initial object is composed of an integer vector with 5 components randomly produced in [0, 255] . Note that if a randomly generate object do not hold the increasing order, , we can re-compute its components as follows:
( )
Step 2. Evolution rules
The used tissue membrane system searches the optimal segmentation parameters for optimal image thresholding problem (11) by the evolution of objects in cells. Several evolution cells are designed to co-evolve objects in the system, thus this will accelerate the exploitation of optimal segmentation parameters. In this work, the known velocity-position model in particle swarm optimization [26, 27] is introduced as evolution rules of objects, however, an improved velocity-position model is developed according to special structure and communication mechanism of the tissue membrane system.
Assuming that X i is ith object in a cell, the improved velocity-position model can be described as follows: (16) where is the best position of object found so far, w is inertia weight, are learning factors, are three random real numbers in [0,1], and is a rounded function. In the implementation, we use the following decreasing strategy of inertia weight:
(17) where and are maximum value and minimum value of inertia weight respectively, and is maximum computing step number (or maximum iteration number).
Step 3. Communication rules
The communication of objects is an inherent mechanism of the tissue membrane system, which is used to exchange and share objects between evolution cells and the store cell, shown in Fig .1 . The communication mechanism is achieved by the following communication rule:
(i, / ,m), i=1,2,…,m-1 This rule means that the local best object in cell i and the global best object in the store cell are exchanged. In other words, each evolution cell will receive the global best object from the store cell, and then transports its local best object into the store cell and updates the global best object.
Step 4. Halting and output
The maximum execution step number is employed as halt condition in the proposed thresholding method based on tissue membrane systems. When the system halts, the global best object in output region is regarded as the output of entire system, namely, the optimal segmentation parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The applicability and efficiency of the proposed thresholding method in image segmentation has be evaluated on six standard test images, which are Hunter, Lena, Peppers, Butterfly, Baboon and House respectively, shown in Fig.2(a)-(f) . The test images are with size 512512. In experiments, input parameters of the proposed thresholding method are given as follows: (i) The used tissue membrane system includes three evolution cells and a store cell (m=4), where the number of objects contained in each evolution cell is n=50, and the maximum execution step number i, ; (ii) In the used velocity-position model, , and w linearly varies from 0.9 to 0.4. In order to illustrate segmentation performance of the proposed three-level thresholding method, its segmentation results are compared with the results obtained by PSObased and GA-based methods as well as Lou's method [28] , respectively.
For the PSO-based method, standard position-velocity model is employed and its input parameters are given: population size NP=30, maximum generation number t max =100, , and w linearly varies from 0.9 to 0.4. For the GA-based method, its input parameters are given: population size NP=30, crossover probability p c =0.6, mutation rate p m =0.01 and maximum generation number t max =100. Fig .2 only shows three-level segmentation results on three of six the test images (due to space limit) for the proposed thresholding method based on tissue membrane systems (in short, membrane systems), PSO-based method GA-based method and Luo's method, respectively. The optimal segmentation thresholds are provided in Table 1 . From the Fig .2 , we can see that results of the proposed method are better than that of PSO-based method and significantly outperform that of GA-based method and Lou's method. The results demonstrate the applicability of the proposed thesholding method based on tissue membrane systems. In order to investigate the efficiency, all methods are compared based on the average CPU time (in seconds) taken to converge the solution. Comparison results of all methods provided in Table 2 . Form Table 2 , it is clear that the proposed thresholding method based on tissue membrane systems has fast convergence compared with PSO-based and GA-based methods and Lou's method. The results illustrate that the proposed thresholding method based on tissue membrane systems is more efficient and effective than PSO-based and GA-based methods as well as Lou's method for three-level image thresholding. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a fast three-level thresholding methos based on tissue membrane systems, which employs the total fuzzy entropy as the evaluation criterion. In order to effectively exploit the optimal segmentation thresholds, a tissue membrane system of $m$ cells was designed, which allows multiple cells to coevolve the objects of the system, and an improved velocity-position model was developed as evolution rules of these cells. The evolution-communication mechanism not only effectively accelerates the speed of convergence but also enhances the diversity of objects in the system. The proposed image thresholding method based on tissue membrane systems has been tested on several standard images and compared with GA-based and PSO-based methods as well as a traditional method. The experimental results showed the proposed image thresholding method outperforms the other methods in terms of the applicability and computation efficiency. Further work is application of membrane systems in various types of image processing problem. [28] .
